
 

 
 

NEW ZEALAND 
Egis and Certus Digital partner to transform asset lifecycle management  
within transport infrastructure sector 

________________________________ 

AUCKLAND, New Zealand, 9th November 2023:  Egis and Certus Digital (Certus) have formed a strategic 
partnership to launch digital asset lifecycle management services in the transport infrastructure sector. 

Certus Digital is a leading business transformation service provider for asset-intensive organisations in 
Australasia. Certus Digital has built their reputation on providing transformational asset management systems 
and services to help infrastructure companies embrace digital innovation and improve performance. Egis is a 
leading global consulting, construction engineering and operations & maintenance group with experience in 
providing end-to-end services along the lifecycle of large and complex infrastructure projects.  

The partnership will see Egis and Certus collaborate on significant infrastructure management projects 
worldwide, creating ‘best practice’, end-to-end asset management services for rail, road and airport projects. 
Both organisations will work together at an industry level to create a blueprint to enable operational excellence.  

In this partnership, Egis will bring its expertise as long-term operator and asset manager and Certus will leverage 
their system integration and process transformation capabilities continuously throughout all the phases of 
asset-rich transport projects. 

Brian Allen, CEO of Certus Digital, says the partnership offers a step-change opportunity for the organisation as 
it opens the door to implementing and supporting systems managing the entire asset lifecycle. Working with 
Egis will provide us with opportunities to implement enduring initiatives with customers.  

Alex Yee, CEO of Egis in Australia and New Zealand adds “This partnership is an excellent opportunity to extend 
our goal of integrating strategic and operational asset management with data rich digital asset management 
environments and services for our existing and future customers. It will also enable Certus and its customers to 
benefit from our engineering and operations expertise. We have already started to jointly pursue targeted 
opportunities in Australia and other regions.” 

Laurent Germain, CEO of Egis, says “Together, we will meet the need for enhanced digital lifecycle management 
in our target sectors, by establishing a comprehensive technology service platform that utilises best practice 
patterns, industry accelerators and advanced data and AI (Artificial Intelligence) capabilities. Our 
transformational services will place asset insights at the heart of its approach, which we believe is essential to 
creating more value from the data we hold for the infrastructures we manage.” 

 

 



 
 
About Certus Digital 

 

 

Since 2003, Certus has been delivering fresh ideas and exceptional outcomes for enterprises across 
Australasia. Beginning in the utilities sector, delivering enterprise asset management systems, Certus Digital 
has flourished to become IBM’s leading digital business partner in the region. Customer needs are at the 
heart of who we are. We pride ourselves on the digital business outcomes delivered daily to enterprises 
striving to perform, compete and innovate. 

 

About Egis  
________________________________ 

 

Egis is an international player active in the consulting, construction engineering and mobility service sectors. We 
design and operate intelligent infrastructure and buildings capable of responding to the climate emergency and 
helping to achieve more balanced, sustainable and resilient territorial development. With operations in 120 
countries, Egis places the expertise of its 18,000 employees at the disposal of its clients and develops cutting-
edge innovation accessible to all projects.  

Improving people’s quality of life and supporting communities in their social and economic development, whilst 
drastically reducing carbon emissions and achieving vital 2050 net zero targets, that’s our purpose. 

Linkedin: Egis | Instagram:  @egisgroup  | X (Twitter): @egis  | Facebook: @egisgroup 
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